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Through examining the production and reception
structure of the work of filmmaker Tang Shu Shuen, 
this book attempts to shed light on the development of
Hong Kong’s film industry and the evolution and
problems of Hong Kong’s cultural identity in the 1960s
and 1970s.

Title Filming Margins: Tang Shu Shuen,  
A Forgotten Hong Kong Woman Director

Editor Yau Ching (BA 1988)
Publisher Hong Kong University Press
Year 2004

What was it like being
a Eurasian in colonial
Hong Kong? How is
the notion of
Eurasianness
remembered in some
Hong Kong memoirs?
Being Eurasian is a
description and
analysis of the lives of
three famous Hong
Kong Eurasian
memoirists, Joyce
Symons, Irene

Cheng and Jean Gittins, and explores their very
different ways of constructing and looking at their own
ethnic identity. 

Title Being Eurasian: Memories Across Racial Divides
Editor Vicky Lee (BA 1998; PhD 2002)
Publisher Hong Kong University Press
Year 2004

A New Communication
Channel for Mobile
Business Anywhere

A New Communication
Channel for Mobile
Business Anywhere

Other potentials uses
•  School Messaging
•  Mobile Catalogue
•  Financial Markets Messaging

This project is funded by the SME Development Fund of the Trade and Industry Department, HKSAR Government.

The recent surge in wireless traffic (SMS and MMS) points to

exciting new opportunities in the e-business world. Most traffic

may be for entertainment purposes, but the business potential

of SMS and MMS will soon be at the heart of the business world

and will certainly affect our lives in a positive way. 

ETI now offers Messaging Services as well as a broad range of
services to meet customer needs, and helps organizations to
develop and implement e-business strategies.

For further information please contact Mr. Victor Ng
Telephone : 2299 0547
Email : asp@eti.hku.hk
Website : http://www.eti.hku.hk

Wireless Library Service – SMS Notification
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Words & Idioms from the Bible
So May-ling (BSocSc 1967; PhD 1971)

Author of this book is a History teacher who has
given logical and reasonable explanation of the

riddle. The book tried to
decode the whole riddle,
and most importantly, it tries
to point out the way to
contact people who
construct the pyramids.
These “creatures” not only
shaped the history of
mankind, but will also
change out future!

Title The Giza Phone Book
Editor Wun Chok-bong (BA 1990)
Publisher Alien Press
Year 2004

Emergency medicine is a new
and rapidly developing specialty.
The fast patient flow, the large
patient load, and the diversified
clinical presentation make the
emergency department a
challenging place to work in.  The
72 case histories included in this
book cover a wide range of subjects
and are real-life problems that may
be encounterd in emergency
departments.

Title Emergency Medicine Casebook
Editor Leung Ling-pong (MBBS 1989)
Publisher Hong Kong University Press
Year 2004

Translation
Paulus Lee (BA 2003)
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